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‘Spot Sales at Whitefield’ launched
The August 2013 auction features Contemporary Indian Art & Books
Following the euphoria of our auction in Jodhpur in March 2013 that also included a performance
by international rock star Sting, last month we launched our ‘Timed Online Auctions’ as well as
our ‘Spot Sales at Whitefield’ to compliment our regular quarterly floor auctions.
The highlight of the Spot Sales (at our new preview room in Whitefield) being that no premium
would be charged and collectors can walk in anytime from 11:00am – 8:00pm all seven days of
the week and pick up a work on the spot at one fixed rate.

As for the timed online auctions - these SPECIALIST monthly auctions will comprise very
affordable art & antiques ranging from silver and ceramics to period furniture and a variety of fine
art and other collectibles. The added advantage being a window of 10 to 14 days over which
bids can be placed.
The inaugural edition had Continental European, Chinese and Japanese ceramics and in the
August 2013 edition we are delighted to offer you a selection of limited edition prints, etchings
and paintings from renowned contemporary Indian artists such as S G Vasudev (lots 9 & 10
estimated between Rs 20,000 – 30,000 each), Jyoti Bhatt (lot 17: Rs 20,000 – 30,000), Ranjit
Gaekwad (lot 3: Rs 14,000 – 24,000) and Gulam Mohammed Sheikh amongst others. To add
to it, we have been able to offer these works, along with rare and out of print art books on M. F
Husain (Rs 3000 – 6000 onwards), Rabindranath Tagore, S H Raza and Amrita Sher-Gil at
very very low estimates (and even lower starting prices) to encourage you to PLACE YOUR
BIDS WITHOUT ANY INHIBITIONS!

With a new look website, integrated with the latest technology, the pleasure of participating in
these auctions from the comfort of your home or office will become easier than before. What’s
more, even if you are away on a business trip or on a vacation, you can leave your ABSENTEE
BIDS and be informed about its progress with a simple email reminder.
No matter which part of the world you are located in, you can now easily indulge in these
temptations online or right away!
For details on registration and to BID NOW please visit our website. The auction began on 20th
August and ends on 30th August 2013 at 8:00 pm IST.
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